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Steve Jackson's Sorcery!
Sorcery!, originally titled Steve Jackson's Sorcery!, is a single-player four-part adventure gamebook series
written by Steve Jackson and illustrated by John Blanche. Originally published by Penguin Books between 1983
and 1985, the titles are part of the Fighting Fantasy canon, but were not allocated numbers within the original
59-book series.

Kharé
Kharé - Cityport of Traps is a single-player role-playing gamebook written by Steve Jackson, illustrated by John
Blanche, originally published in 1984 by Penguin Books (ISBN 0-14-006794-9) and later by Puffin Books, and
is the second book in the Sorcery! epic. It forms part of Steve Jackson and...

Walkthroughs: rewarding events in Steve Jackson’s Sorcery ...
(Updated on May 6th, 2015: how to get the two halves of the torn note found in the throat of Noble Moulas, the
living corpse.) Some advice/warnings This is a growing guide for Steve Jackson's Sorcery! 2: Kharé - Cityport
of Traps. (And here are guides to Sorcery! 1 and the newly-released Sorcery! 3.) Get your virtual dice ready for
many rounds of Swindlestones.

Walkthroughs: rewarding events in Steve Jackson's Sorcery ...
Steve Jackson’s Sorcery! 2 – a list of walkthroughs to memorable and rewarding events. Climb down wells
when you get the chance to… or step into a Portal Trap. You may eventually run into quite a lot of goblins (and
find yourself unable to cast spells for the time being.) To make the goblins rebel against him,...

Sorcery! Attempt 1
It started as either a settlement over the only ford in the Jabaji River, or as a hideout for river pirates that kept on
attracting ne'er-do-wells until it grew into a city. The city was home to so many evildoers that everyone started
setting up traps to protect themselves, and so Kharé got its name: the Cityport of Traps.

Lloyd of Gamebooks: Steve Jackson's "Sorcery!"
Steve Jackson's "Sorcery!" - Khare, Cityport of Traps playthrough ... Written by Steve Jackson, Artwork by
John Blanche One of the neat things about Jackson's "Sorcery!" series is that the difficulty increases with each
book.I don't mean this in terms of combat, though.

Kharé
In many respects, Khare - the second instalment in Steve Jackson's mammoth 'Sorcery!' epic - is deserving of

five stars. It has real atmosphere and the vast, sprawling city with its weird and dangerous denizens is utterly
enthralling.

Sorcery! by Steve Jackson
Kharé - Cityport of Traps is the second adventure in the Sorcery! series, following The Shamutanti Hills. But
Sorcery! has been designed so that each adventure is playable in its own right, whether or not readers have been
through the previous ones. If you are new to Sorcery! you may prefer to start your adventure from the very
beginning.

Steve Jackson's Sorcery ( 4of 5) The ...
Steve Jackson's Sorcery (2of5) - Kharé - Cityport of Traps.epub download Steve Jackson's Sorcery (3of5) - The
Seven Serpents.epub download Steve Jackson's Sorcery (4of5) - The Crown Of Kings.epub download
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Steve Jackson's Sorcery! Sorcery is the tale of a hero's quest ... It showed the cover of Khare - Cityport of Traps
with no number on it at all. It is shown along with The Sorcery Spell Book and The Shamutanti Hills and it is
prior to the advent of the Adventure Gamebooks banner.

